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PROFILE

Simon is a Founding member of STEM Dynamics, a 21st century learning initiative for Primary and High School learners through the Simon Kwete 
Foundation. Our passion lies in elevating the everyday life of the young African scholars and providing incomparable learning opportunities and 
contents that ensures that students are motivated in the area of STEM to succeed in their chosen career path.

Simon is also the Africa Regional General Manager for Flanders Electric, an electrical engineering organisation whose expertise lies in electrical machines 
and in the development, manufacturing, integration, and deployment of advanced technologies for the world's largest machines with electric rotating 
systems.

As Technology enthusiast, he currently provides support for the development of STEM learning from grassroot and up.

Simon's most notable achievements include being a STEM Education partner of UNESCO, delivering the very first Autonomous open-pit drill in Africa and 
being featured at Africacom and Africa Engineering Week. 

Workshop Synopsis:  Integrating robotics into your curriculum 
No previous programming experience required, learn how to use Robotics in your STEM-related classes. 

My Future 4.0 Cape Town Summit 2020 proudly supported by:

NEXT LEVEL DIGITAL SKILLS CONFERENCE

SPEAKER PROFILE

Summary
Are you a primary or secondary school teacher, head of department, technician or STEM coordinator looking for a hands-on and creative ways to deliver 
robotics as part of your curriculum? Get the inspiration and equipment to help you deliver subject content in computing, science, design and technology, 
and mathematics. No previous experience in programming is necessary.

You will receive hands on practical to use when back in school, enabling you to continue your robotics journey and compete in the challenges. Learn how 
to build basic models, program your models, discover how your kit can be used to solve real-life curriculum challenges, and encourage collaborative 
working, critical thinking and problem solving. Discover free teaching resources designed to achieve the best learning outcomes for your students.

Cover the requirements of the Robotics Challenge, a nationwide competition your students will be exposed to.

Outcomes
You will be able to:
• build basic models for use in the classroom
• program your model using Graphical and code Blocks 
• understand how robotics can be used to meet the National Curriculum requirements for design and technology and computing.
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